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Abstract

This paper deals with the problem of leveraging client
business value in a software development outsourcing
relationship. We have observed software development
projects from two different Dutch IT outsourcing companies
and studied the approach they apply in their (successful)
projects. The results show that they create a role dedicated
to facilitate communication. This arrangement has the po-
tential to put team members in a better position to communi-
cate, facilitating the transfer of information supporting the
rationale behind design decisions. Teams are thus better
equipped to anticipate change and to react faster in solving
everyday problems. This paper describes our observations
and the practical implications we expect, such as the im-
provement of re-buy intention on the client’s side.
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1 Introduction

Outsourcing of IT functions has been flourishing over
the past decade and continues to do so. Yet, in many cases,
outsourced IT projects fail [12], more than two thirds of IT
projects do not deliver what was promised on time or within
budget [18] and customers end up so unsatisfied that they
would rather try to avoid asking the insourcing company as
provider in another outsourcing project [21]. When the task
being outsourced is the development of new software, IT
practitioners need to produce high-quality software systems
that leverage the client’s business value.

Our long-term goal is to improve the alignment of IT
solutions and business goals. We are looking for guide-
lines that help IT providers to build solutions that leverage
their customer’s business value. Thus, in this paper we take
the provider’s point of view and we search for guidelines
to tackle critical factors affecting success or failure of out-
sourcing projects.

It is clear that software systems developed by providers

should help clients to improve their businesses. However,
the client’s business domain is usually difficult to under-
stand, communication is poor and devised solutions are
difficult to implement. To deliver a software product that
leverages client’s business value, the in-house team (client’s
side) and the provider team need to anticipate challenges,
share concerns early in the project, check satisfaction reg-
ularly and build the relationship, even when in-house team
members may feel threatened by the decision to bring in an
outside service provider [1]. It is necessary to ensure trans-
fer of knowledge by opening communication channels.

Existing theory stresses the importance of such com-
munication and suggests that companies devote employees
and time to ensure and facilitate communication. However,
there is little research explaining how this can be done.
In this paper, we take the first steps to move from theory
to practice and answer the question whether we can find
communication facilitators empirically in software devel-
opment projects and how they work.

Specifically, based on elements present in existing the-
ory (Section 3) this paper reports their use as we have ob-
served in practice in three different outsourcing scenarios
(Section 4). Our findings relate to the implications of ap-
plying the theoretical elements present in the outsourcing
theory. Our study confirms that communication facilitators
(i.e., employees whose role in the team is to increase com-
munication) is indeed used in practice, presenting several
advantages in the context of outsourcing (Section 5).

At the level of software development practice improve-
ment, the development team benefits from better knowledge
of the final software environment. Developers have less
doubts about requirements, which in turn has the potential
to increase usability of the final software product [13]. In
addition, requirement change is unavoidable, but the experts
whom we interviewed had the certainty that their team had
the flexibility to deal with it, because communication about
these changes was facilitated.

At the level of project management, client and provider
are in a better position to anticipate changes. Moreover,
the responsible person in the in-house team feels reassured,
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having at hand all the necessary information justifying ev-
ery important decision.

We have observed these benefits in the cases studied. Al-
though we cannot make claims about other cases without
further research, we do believe that the potential benefits are
also present when adding communication facilitator teams
at higher managerial levels in the organisation. In that sit-
uation, instead of using a single person, the organisation
would create an entire organisational unit dedicated to facil-
itating client-provider communication. More implications
that we see for further research are presented in Section 6.
In addition, we have analysed the validity of our study and
confirmed our findings with experts. Section 7 discusses
validity and includes the insight from experts from the out-
sourcing field.

2 Problem

Our long-term goal is to improve software development
practice to maximise the client’s business value. By client’s
business value we mean the value of the IT developed in
an outsourced project to the business of the organisation
that is outsourcing the service of developing software. All
observations have been performed with this goal in mind.
A key factor identified in theory influencing the success of
outsourcing projects is communication between client and
provider. Existing literature recommends managers to pay
special attention to facilitate communication, a concept that
we will refer to as the communication facilitator (CF) strat-
egy.

The problem tackled in this paper is two-fold: can we
find projects where the communication facilitator strat-
egy is actually used in the current outsourcing practice?
In addition, we need to learn how we can apply the commu-
nication facilitator strategy to improve the client’s business
value and the quality of the software developed.

To do the empirical research required for this we have
to design the research first. We have to decide if we are
going to use, for example, questionnaires, focus groups or
surveys and we have to decide how to validate the outcome
of it [22]. In our case we decided to interview outsourcing
experts, use questionnaires, analyse obtained data and draw
conclusions. We validated the outcome via interviews with
other experts in outsourcing projects in the same domain.

In this paper we focus on software development, and re-
sults obtained in this paper are validated for outsourcing IT
where development of software plays a role. Our claims are
thus constrained to this scope.

2.1 Terminology

We assume that there is an organisation (i.e., a certain
group of people) that needs a particular software system

to support them in their work. This organisation can be a
department of a company, a collection of departments, or
even an entire company or government agency. We call this
organisation (which comprises direct users of the software
program, but also their supervisors) the client organisation
or client. The client organisation does not develop the soft-
ware program itself: it commissions this to another organ-
isation that we call the provider organisation or provider.
The provider can for instance be the IT department within a
large company, or a separate company dedicated to software
development for its commercial customers.

The fact that a client organisation does not develop soft-
ware itself gives rise to two phenomena that are some-
times mistakenly taken as synonyms: outsourcing and off-
shoring. With outsourcing, we mean that the client organi-
sation commissions development of a software program to
a provider organisation that is economically independent
(outside of the hierarchy of the client); this creates a com-
mercial relation between the client and the provider. With
offshoring, we mean that the client and the provider are ge-
ographically far apart, e.g., the client is located in Western
Europe, while the provider is located in a low-cost coun-
try in Asia. Outsourcing and offshoring are independent
phenomena and therefore, all combinations are possible:
Offshore outsourcing, Domestic outsourcing, Offshore in-
house development, Domestic in-house development

Let us disambiguate the terms. First, in Offshore out-
sourcing the client organisation commissions software de-
velopment to a provider organisation that is outside the
client’s hierarchy and located in a distinct geographical lo-
cation, e.g., a Dutch bank outsourcing software develop-
ment to an Indian developer. Secondly, in Domestic out-
sourcing, the client organisation commissions software de-
velopment to a provider that performs software develop-
ment in the same geographical area as where the client is
located. This is the case in one of our examples. Then,
in Offshore in-house development a large multi-national or-
ganisation locates its software development department in a
remote location. This is the case in another of our examples.
Finally, in Domestic in-house development an organisation
has its software development located geographically close
(in the same country) as its users.

The results presented in this paper apply to all four com-
binations of offshoring and outsourcing listed above.

2.2 Research Method

In order to discover whether the communication facili-
tator strategy is used in practice and to learn from practice
beneficial ways of applying it to improve the client’s busi-
ness value, we need to follow some steps.

First, we need to identify references to this idea in exist-
ing literature. Secondly, we need to make sure that we are
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talking about the same thing and that the elements found
actually help to solve our problem. Then we need to elim-
inate ambiguities. For instance, we can aggregate solution
elements into a definition of communication facilitator. Per-
haps we will have to increase the level of abstraction, but
this will be justified by the fact that we need to have a clear
definition that is abstract enough for everybody to recognise
what we mean by communication facilitator. The objective
behind this is to eliminate ambiguity, which we need to dis-
cuss with members of different disciplines [19]. Finally, we
need to evaluate whether the theoretical concepts appear in
practice, and if they do appear, we hope we can learn some-
thing by observing how they are used.

The research method we chose does not allow us to
make any statistically significant claim for the whole pop-
ulation of outsourcing relationships based on the few rela-
tions studied. Case study research is not the same as sta-
tistical sampling; generalization in case study research fol-
lows other mechanisms [23, 14]. In this paper, we derive
empirical statements from existing theory, this is what Lee
and Baskerville call ‘type TE generalizability: generalizing
from theory to descriptions” [14, p. 237].

We have identified the problem, long-term goal and
scope boundaries. The rest of the paper follows the struc-
ture of our research. This structure draws from established
processes of research [22, 7, 23], and is as follows: we
perform a literature review and aggregate related concepts
into a conceptualisation of communication facilitator (Sec-
tion 3), we observe outsourcing practice, performing inter-
views in selected cases of practice (Section 4), we compare
theory with data gathered from practice, deriving and re-
porting practical implications (Section 5) as well as impli-
cations for further research (Section 6), and finally, we ver-
ify our findings with experts and report their insights (Sec-
tion 7).

3 The communication facilitator in theory

Not surprisingly, it is generally accepted as good prac-
tice to implement means that facilitate communication be-
tween client and provider. From behavioural models aimed
at improving the quality of large software systems and from
our own experience, we know that “developing large soft-
ware systems must be treated, at least in part, as a learning,
communication and negotiation process” [3]. This seems to
be the way to deal with well-known problems such as low
application domain knowledge, fluctuating and conflicting
requirements, and communication and coordination break-
downs. From this perspective, previous research claims
that, in general, introducing a communication facilitator is
beneficial.

We consulted relevant literature in search for concepts
related to improving outsourcing practice from the perspec-

tive of service providers and project management. From
this perspective, the communication facilitator role was first
identified by de Meyer [4], and it re-appeared in research
studies ever since. For instance, a recent empirical study
of elements that contributed to the successful outcome of
projects involving virtual project teams observes the project
leader taking information from internal and external sources
and directing it to the appropriate persons. In this study,
the project leader has a caretaker/communication facilitator
role, taking particular significance when the task is to over-
come problems of complexity [20].

We have found related guidelines aimed at improving
communication flow between in-house personnel at the
client side and developers at the provider side that did not
mention explicitly the word communication facilitator. Ex-
amples of those are up-front sharing of concerns and poten-
tial solutions, early meetings with stakeholders, check satis-
faction regularly, share project vision, discuss project scope
and build up the relationship [1]. In short, have strategies to
improve communication.

To succeed in outsourcing, practitioners recommend to
follow guidelines along the lines of “have your own em-
ployee at the vendor’s site” [12]. Another guideline pro-
posed recently is to “appoint a contact person per remote
team” [16]. This guideline supports the formation of so-
cial ties from the beginning onward and at the level of team
activities.

Work on requirements transfer during outsourcing de-
tected the use of a communication facilitator among other
factors relevant to success of transferring requirements [11].
In order of importance, the communication facilitator was
found to be the sixth most important quality attribute. Ac-
cording to this study, more important quality attributes were
consistent information, reduced ambiguity, required skills
and experience in development team, verification of re-
quirements, and having a minimum requirements document
needed for design.

3.1 IT governance

From the IT governance perspective the need has been
recognised for a counterbalance to the interests of the soft-
ware development organisation, which a communication fa-
cilitator can provide. The primary concern of the project
leader (and, therefore, of the other project members such
as the developers and testers) is that the contracted product
is developed on-time and within budget, and that risks are
properly managed. In other words, the primary concern of
the project leader is the question “Are we getting the project
done well?”. The focus is on the process. To the contrary,
the primary concern of the communication facilitator is the
question “Are we doing the right things [for the client]?”
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[9]1, focusing on the context.

3.2 Inter-organisational networks

The inter-organisational network perspective extends ex-
isting software development methodologies by taking into
account the inter-organisational network and (when appro-
priate) even commercial context in which the client and the
development organisation are embedded. In a software de-
velopment relation, the client organisation wants to avoid
situations in which the development organisation can ex-
ploit a power imbalance.

The client organisation will thus favour development or-
ganisations for which the power imbalance is lowest. It is
therefore in the interest of a development organisation to
take actions to lower the power advantage it may have over
the client. One way to do so is to materialise the interest
that the development organisation has in business value of
its client. For instance, to become a stakeholder in one or
more goals that are under control of the less powerful or-
ganisation (the client) [8].

Take for example a program that works as intended by
the programmers (i.e., has a high quality from their per-
spective), but does not match the environment in which it
will be embedded (i.e., low quality from the perspective
of the client). Hence, we have an unhappy client. At this
point in time, the software development organisation usu-
ally has great power over the client, as it is for example
too late to switch to another vendor. The software devel-
opment organisation can exploit this power imbalance [8]
and insist that it did its job and sees no reason to invest
more work in the product. The client organisation may have
foreseen such opportunistic behaviour and may have created
safeguards in the contract (e.g., limited upfront payments).
However, no quality improvement whatsoever is obtained if
the software development organisation takes this road, and
this is counter-productive given that the software develop-
ment organisation usually also has objectives that surpass
the project [15]. What is needed instead is a strategy that
does result in quality improvement: the communication fa-
cilitator strategy.

3.3 The conceptual communication facilitator

All in all, the existence of different definitions of com-
munication facilitator (or mention of this concept at a very
abstract level) calls for aggregating theory into a concep-
tual definition that can actually be of use for outsourcing

1Two more questions can be distinguished [9]. “Are we getting the
benefits?” (of using the software product) is the concern of the client. “Are
we doing [the project] the right way?”, i.e., does the project result fit in the
architecture is the concern of the architect.

Communication 
Facilitator

Client 
organisation

Provider 
organisation

Developer's side

Requirements? 
????needs

(info.)
+ understanding

Outsourcing side
+ adaptability

Figure 1. The conceptual communication fa-
cilitator.

practitioners. To solve that problem we signalise the com-
munication facilitator, i.e., the conceptual communication
facilitator, as a role and we define it as follows:

A communication facilitator is a role in the software de-
velopment organisation that has the responsibility and au-
thorisation to ensure that there is fluent communication with
the client organisation to address issues that arise during
software development.

The communication facilitator role interacts with several
different groups of stakeholders, as depicted in Figure 1. In
this figure, the communication facilitator role is in the cen-
ter, as an interface between the client (left-hand side) and
different groups of persons in the development organisation
(right-hand side), such as project leaders, architects or lead
developers, software designers, programmers and testers.

4 Communication facilitator in practice

We observed the communication facilitator role in three
instances of outsourcing relations in two Dutch software de-
velopment companies, which we will call Medium Com-
pany and Big Company. These particular instances are
neither toy examples nor hypothetical scenarios. Rather,
they refer to real outsourcing cases that we have found in
practice.

In the Netherlands, with several thousands of employ-
ees, Big Company is in the top-ten of IT service providers
ranked to number of employees and revenue. The company
offers a wide portfolio of services, such as IT infrastruc-
ture management and consulting. Medium Company is
a medium-sized (100-200 employees) developer of embed-
ded systems solutions and e-business systems in the Dutch
market.

The cases in our examples complement each other de-
scribing typical outsourcing scenarios. They are represen-
tative because the services these companies offer are similar
to the services offered by the rest of these kind of companies
in the market.
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4.1 Case description

Case 1: a domestic outsourcing scenario. Our first ex-
ample focuses on Medium Company. Table 1 shows the
data of the projects investigated [5]. The size of the project
(i.e., large, medium or small) is relative to the company size.
The company performs, in The Netherlands, software de-
velopment projects for mostly Dutch clients (domestic out-
sourcing).

Project Project size Team size Budget
A large 10 1 M euro
B medium 8 0.5 M euro
C small 3 0.2 M euro

Table 1. Medium Company’s studied projects
[5]

Case 2: a multi-national outsourcing and offshoring sce-
nario. Our second example focuses on Big Company,
a large (several tens of thousands of employees) multi-
national IT service provider, with offices in many countries.
In this example, we zoom in on the relation between the do-
mestic (on-site) team and the offshore team (both teams be-
long to Big Company). This is thus an example of offshore
in-house development of software that Big Company de-
velops for its customers (outsourcing). In this example, we
focus on the software development services provided. Con-
trary to the previous case, Big Company uses geograph-
ically distributed teams to carry out the software develop-
ment projects.

Project Size Team size On-site Off-shore
A large 40 20 20
B1 large 24 14 10
B2 large 22 8 14
C small 10 5 4

Table 2. Big Company’s studied projects [11]

Table 2 shows the data of the projects investigated [11],
projects A, B and C. Project B had two sub-projects (that
we name B1 and B2) which are represented by the entries
B1 and B2. Regarding the columns, Table 2 shows two
columns labeled ‘on-site’ and ‘off-shore’. This reflects the
development situation in the context of offshore in-house
development.

4.2 Results

We have found that a communication facilitator was used
informally in all the projects. The person in that role had
been given, perhaps informally, the power that the situation
demanded. Therefore, we conclude that our results confirm
existing theory associated with the conceptual communica-
tion facilitator.

Our intention was also to learn about how we can ap-
ply the communication facilitator strategy to improve the
client’s business value. At Medium Company we found
that the role of communication facilitator (CF) was enacted
by the project leader. The project leader was the informal
CF, spending as many resources as needed to be closer to
the client. However, that came at a price. Provider’s team
members cannot expect to have the project leader available
at any time to answer their questions. The project team was
adapted to compensate the fact that the project leader had
to be away frequently. In particular, the team had an extra
member, named the lead developer, to answer developer’s
questions faster whenever they occurred.

Transfer of information between Big Company’s on-
site and offshore teams was managed by informal CFs.
Team members enacted the role of CF informally. In one
project the project leader was the CF, while in the other two
projects, the CF role was performed by developers. The par-
ticular outsourcing conditions of Big Company’s projects
made them to have two CFs: one on the on-site team that
was acting as a client and another on the offshore team that
was acting as a provider.

The typical problems that were mentioned in the in-
terviews (such as conflicting and fluctuating requirements,
need for re-negotiation with the client, lack of usability or
requirement understanding from development staff and ten-
sions between two contending groups) have been detected
long ago [3] and continue to appear. In the discussion of the
practical implications that follows we focussed on finding
out what is it that keeps developers and managers from act-
ing on those factors that, and this is something they already
know, lower the quality of software.

5 Practical implications

Practical implication 1: Software development team
structure. Figure 2 depicts the communication facilitator
in the scenario of the projects observed in Medium Com-
pany. The structure of the software development team
accommodates itself to match the use of the communica-
tion facilitator strategy. In order to give the project leader
enough freedom –they need to be close to the client– a new
figure appears: the lead developer. The structure is as sug-
gested by current software development methods such as
DSDM [6].
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Figure 2. The communication facilitator strat-
egy as found in a project of Medium Company.
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Figure 3. The communication facilitator in
a multinational outsourcing and offshoring
scenario.

In the Big Company scenario, the communication facil-
itator strategy is also applied. In this case it is intended to
improve communication between two different units within
Big Company: the team in The Netherlands and the team
in India. Within this large software development organisa-
tion one team acts as a client of the other. Figure 3 depicts
the idea of applying the communication facilitator strategy
in Big Company’s projects. Here, transfer of knowledge
was achieved via the system analyst, the architect or the
lead developer.

Practical implication 2: the communication facilita-
tor role needs managerial support for its freedom. In
Medium Company, project leaders (who have the com-
munication facilitator role) have complete authority to in-

vest time in the client, and management fully supports this.
In particular, on the one side, to give extra freedom to the
project leader for her communication facilitator role, there
is a lead developer, who stays all the time with the develop-
ers, answering (for instance) their questions about require-
ments and product usability. On the other side, in the event
that the project leader detects the need for a change, they
communicate it to the lead developer (as we have noted
above, the team structure is adapted accordingly to include
this member), who will take care that the team implements
it.

Practical implication 3: project leader role needs au-
thority and managerial support for their decisions. In
Medium Company, the project leader role, not the com-
munication facilitator role, is responsible for the team. The
project leader of the development team is empowered to add
and remove people to their project (“hire and fire”). This is
necessary when using the communication facilitator strat-
egy. If the project leader is not sufficiently empowered,
the communication facilitator will find their hands tied in
negotiation with the client. The client will soon feel that
client-provider communication, while open and well estab-
lished, in the end does not have any consequences. The
project leaders add or removes people from their teams if
the project is more complex than expected, or if a particular
developer turns out not to fit in the team. It is also important
that they know that they have managerial support for their
decisions.

Practical implication 4: Better understanding of the de-
ployment environment Having an idea of the way the
software product will be used (e.g., building prototypes in-
volving the client), helps developers to make the right as-
sumptions to compensate for the tacit requirements; which
potentially gives software with higher usability [13]. This
suggests that the communication facilitator strategy, facili-
tating communication, might improve in the long term the
quality of the software. Further empirical research can con-
firm or deny this.

Practical implication 5: no fear of requirement change.
The projects were carried out in a surprisingly stress-free
environment. It is not the case that the projects were
problem-free. Private communication between the authors
and the experts of Medium Company revealed common
but specific problems in the software development pro-
cess, such as fluctuating and conflicting requirements, but
Medium Company’s project leaders did not complain of
changing or conflicting requirements. Rather, they trusted
their people’s ability to solve problems. Borrowing from
Curtis et al. we can say that they simply “accommodate to
change as an ordinary process” [3]. Moreover, they sought
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to develop new tools to help them in that regard. For project
leaders (who have the communication facilitator role) it
was more important to negotiate with the client, to ensure
that the development staff understood the requirements and
to provide communication between two contending groups
(client and provider developers) than to fear requirement
change.

Practical implication 6: client return (client re-buy) In
Medium Company the responsible person of the project
in the client team felt reassured, both teams (client and
provider) knew that they could anticipate change if they
used modern coordination practices [10]. The project leader
of the outsourcing team reacted fast to everyday problems.
It is not surprising, then, that the projects of Medium Com-
pany ended on time and within budget. Sometimes they had
problems, e.g., a developer not performing well. However,
all the issues were resolved by Medium Company experts
surprisingly fast. In general, clients appreciated this quick
reaction to everyday problems.

All in all, we interpret our observations in Medium
Company and Big Company as follows. We think that
the communication facilitator strategy explains in part their
success. However, further research is needed to deter-
mine how the influence of the communication facilitator on
project success compares to the influence of traditional as-
pects of software engineering, such as the use of a particular
programming language, a particular management process or
the latest notation. Other implications for further research
are presented in the next section.

6 Research implications

Apart from practical implications, we also found ques-
tions that still have to be answered by further research. In
this section, we present such questions, as well as a fur-
ther elaboration of the communication facilitator concept
that our findings suggest. These questions fit in a more gen-
eral program of empirical validation of the many factors that
influence outsourcing and the quality of the developed soft-
ware. The overall aim is to find pragmatic guidelines that
help practitioners to produce software of higher quality (in
terms of the client’s business value) without constraining
the particular way of working of partitioners or even of or-
ganisations.

We identify two questions that call for a more elaborate
conceptualisation of the communication facilitator. First,
we note that the communication facilitator is a role, not a
person. However, this role has to be assigned to a person.
The question is then whether it is preferable to combine the
roles of communication facilitator and project leader in one

person, or to appoint a dedicated communication facilitator,
i.e., employ a person whose sole role is the communication
facilitator role. Second, regardless of the answer to the pre-
vious question, what should be the exact responsibilities and
authorizations of the communication facilitator, how does
this relate to the responsibilities of other roles in the soft-
ware development organisation, and what is the communi-
cation facilitator’s place in a software development team?

Which choices to take depends on properties of the soft-
ware development project at hand. For instance, in mak-
ing these choices, the responsibilities associated with the
communication facilitator role and other roles, especially
the project leader role, have to be balanced, whether these
roles are combined in one person or not.

In Figure 4, we further specify the role of the communi-
cation facilitator and contrast this to the project leader role
by presenting responsibilities and authorizations of both
roles. The question to be answered by further research is
whether these responsibilities and authorizations indeed ap-
pear in practice. The specific responsibilities and authoriza-
tions that we suggest are:

• communication facilitator responsibility: The commu-
nication facilitator role has to focus on client satisfac-
tion. That is, the communication facilitator’s sole con-
cern is the question “Are we doing the right things?”
[9] (for our client) and the communication facilita-
tor could help the client to determine what is really
needed.

• communication facilitator responsibility: Require-
ments change over time. The communication facili-
tator role has to detect requirement changes that are
needed and make sure that they are addressed properly
by the development organisation.

• communication facilitator authorization: The commu-
nication facilitator role should be fully empowered to
speak (face to face) with any person both in the client
organisation as well as in the developer organisation.

• Project leader responsibility: The project leader is re-
sponsible for finishing the project on time and within
budget, and for managing project risk.

• Project leader authorization: The project leader role is
authorized to make decisions with respect to how the
project budget is spent, to hire and fire project team
members, and to which artifacts are created during the
software development process.

More generally, software developing organisations can-
not afford not to optimize their software development prac-
tice. This has become evident with the emergence of many
frameworks and methodologies (e.g., TQM, Six Sigma,
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Figure 4. Responsibilities and authorizations of the communication facilitator role.

Business Process Management, CMMI) and management
process models (e.g., requirement change management pro-
cess models [17]). However, the profusion of methods gen-
erates considerable confusion for practitioners, as to which
is the best method in a given scenario and therefore re-
search should provide adequate support for dealing with
these challenges.

7 Validity
7.1 Internal validity

Internal validity concerns the question whether the re-
search method chosen leads to the right conclusions in the
case studies. To address this concern, we use feedback from
two experts. One of the experts, who has nine years of expe-
rience in outsourcing, is a member of one of the case study
organizations, but he is independent from the projects stud-
ied. He assessed internal validity as high. He indicated
that the benefits of the communication facilitator approach
suggested by this study can be recognized in practice. Ac-
cording to the expert, applying the communication facilita-
tor strategy improved information and knowledge exchange
between client and development team members. Moreover,
it improved the transfer of tacit knowledge. This is very
important, as it reassures the client that the project is un-
der control. Ultimately, it is the client who is responsible
for success of the project in his own organisation, whether
or not part of this responsibility has been delegated to the
provider.

The other expert has an academic background in soft-
ware engineering. He generally agrees with the approach
taken at this stage (exploratory), but suggests that further

research is needed to exclude any competing explanation of
our findings.

7.2 External validity

External validity concerns the question whether results
can be generalized to other cases. In this paper, we con-
firm existing theory about outsourcing and software devel-
opment in the scope of two current outsourcing scenarios
(with a few projects each) in two organizations. By showing
that the phenomena predicted by theory do indeed appear,
the validity question boils down to the question whether
these phenomena would also appear in additional, similar
scenarios. Based on discussions with experts (see the pre-
vious subsection), we conclude that this seems to be the
case: there is nothing special about the scenarios studied.
To the contrary, both organizations base their software de-
velopment processes on common standard methods such as
DSDM [6] and CMMI [2]. One of the experts noted that
both methods in fact strongly suggest to apply the commu-
nication facilitator strategy, without using this term2.

8 Conclusion

With the advent of global outsourcing, a new premium is
being placed on those IT solution providers that are able to
respond to the real needs of the client, operating under con-
ditions of uncertainty and rapidly changing requirements.

However, knowledge about how do IT solution providers
manage to accomplish their work remains relatively lim-

2In CMMI 1.2, this suggestion is no longer present in the core of the
CMMI. Instead, it has moved to the acquisition module.
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ited. In particular, little empirical research has focused on
how software development teams organise themselves to fa-
cilitate adaptability, react speedily to change, and program
the software that the client actually needs in the outsourc-
ing context. This work aims to shed light on how software
development teams adapt to maximise communication be-
tween client and providers in outsourcing projects.

We have observed projects from two Dutch IT compa-
nies to find that they take actions to ensure the flow of im-
portant information between people from the client and the
development team. These projects make one team mem-
ber act implicitly as a communication facilitator. In some
projects, we have found this role performed by a project
leader and in other projects, by a developer. The observa-
tions suggest that it is important that the communication fa-
cilitator role is equipped with the right authorisations, and
that there is a good balance of responsibilities and author-
ities of the communication facilitator role and those of the
project leader.

The observations suggest potential concrete benefits of
using the communication facilitator strategy. For instance,
the arrangement favours that teams applying the commu-
nication facilitator strategy may become potentially more
flexible toward unanticipated challenges.

We are very positive (but we leave collecting evidence
confirming that for future work) about the potential of the
communication facilitator strategy when scaled up to the
organisational level, i.e., having a whole organisational unit
devoted to ensuring that the needs of the client’s businesses
are met, rather than leaving that challenge to the effort of
individual employees.
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